At first glance, the Works and Days offers a bewildering farrago of materials: mythological narratives, fables, allegories, a calendar of agricultural chores, proverbial adages, some apparently autobiographical tidbits about Hesiod, his brother, and father, religious prohibitions, and finally a list of lucky and unlucky days. Certain passages, especially the story of Prometheus and Pandora and the Myth of the Races, are justly famous and widely studied-often without attention to their contexts-but others like the "Days" and the religious prohibitions have been either ignored or athetized. How-or whether-these disparate materials fit together and whether there is any rime or reason to their ordering has been the central focus of scholarly debate. 1 A second area of discussion has centered on the question of genre: what is the relation of the Works and Days to other kinds of early Greek hexameter epos, especially the heroic epics of Homer, 2 as well as to Hesiod's own Theogony?
dar and the strings of gnomai and even elements of the poem's dramatic occasion and certain facets of Hesiod's self-representation, may indeed be traditional features of a pre-existent genre of advice poetry. 5 Unlike the Theogony where Hesiod depended on the Muses for his knowledge of matters divine, remote from the ken of ordinary mortals, in the Works and Days Hesiod's theme focuses on the human sphere: how human beings should live and behave toward each other and the gods, and how they can prosper within the limits established by the laws of Zeus. 6 In the Theogony Hesiod traced his authority to speak from the Muses, but finessed the issue of their truthfulness; in the Works and Days, however, he asserts not only his personal authority to hold forth on matters of concern to mankind, but he also affirms the validity of his assertions. With his authoritative voice he alternately threatens and cajoles, promises and instructs, commands and exhorts not only Perses, but also the kings. 7 Moreover, he deploys a vast panoply of rhetorical tropes and strategies-fables, allegories, myths, and proverbs-as he develops his case for work and justice and also reveals the way the world works, the etetuma, "things as they are".
The Works and Days falls roughly into nine sections: invocation (-); the two Erides (-); Prometheus, Pandora, and her jar (-); the five races (-); justice (-); precepts, maxims, and proverbs (-); work on land and sea (-); precepts and prohibitions (-); and the Days (-). Whether this ordering should be construed as a number of fairly independent blocks loosely linked through an association of ideas or arranged in a scheme of ring composition or organized according to some overarching architecture has occupied generations of scholars. 8 The puzzling design of the Works and Days can, I believe, best be understood as a dramatic monologue by following the course of Hesiod's argument in a linear fashion as it unfolds and is absorbed by Perses and, to a lesser extent, the kings. In addition, the changing faces of Zeus must be mapped over the course of the poem; for the role that Hesiod ascribes to Zeus modulates from the watchful guardian of justice invoked in the proem to a more distant and 5 Cf. Martin (); Nagy (b) -; also Lamberton () -. 6 See Clay () for a detailed comparison of the two poems and an argument for their complementarity; also Masaracchia ().
7 I translate basileis throughout as "kings, " although their role in Hesiod corresponds more closely to judges or arbitrators.
8 See for example Hamilton () -; Bona Quaglia (); Beye (); Nicolai (); Verdenius (); Kerschensteiner () -; and Fuss ().
